MODELLING SOFTWARE COMPLEX FOR WEB USER PERSONAL DATA VERIFICATION

Abstract. This article has resolved an important scientific task of modelling software complex of computer and linguistic verification of web community members' accounts personal data. Methods for verification of Ukrainian web community members' socio-demographic characteristics on the basis of computer-linguistic analysis of web community members' information tracks were suggested. Software complex for verification of web members' socio-demographic characteristics as based on results of the computer-linguistic analysis of web communities' content was developed. Effectiveness and efficiency of use of the developed methods and means for solving tasks in web communities administration is proved by approbation of software complex of computer and linguistic verification of web community members' accounts personal data.
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Introduction

Virtual community stored a huge database of information and profiles, which contain a lot of data about the web user [1]. The auditorium of web-communities is a large number of individuals regardless of age, gender, occupation, education, ethnicity, social status etc., who in order to register need to fill in a form with their personal information. Today, the necessity of verifying of web community users' personal data [2-7] is the up-to-date problem. The importance of this research lies in verifying basic socio-demographic characteristics of communities’ user based on comprehensive analysis of information track of web users which gives an opportunity to the identifying socio-demographic profile of web user. Each socio-demographic characteristic of web user is defining by analysis of linguistic features in communication between virtual community users. The difference in style of writing posts by web community’s members is the basis for developing effective methods of verifying of accounts personal data.

Background study

For virtual community user data validation, in order to improve virtual communities' management and to improve target techniques in online advertising is enough to analyze such basic socio-demographic characteristics [8-10]: Age; Education; Sphere of activity; Gender; Geographic location.

Obtaining data from real users of social networking pages ("Facebook", "Twitter", "Habrhabr", "Google+", etc.), the popular online newspapers and magazines, dating sites ("LoveUA", "FindLove.in.UA", "12 Kisses", "Dating foreigners website") and web forums (Ukrainian forum of programmers “Replace.Org.Ua”, “Dominka. Net”, “The first web site of the Ukrainian community in Italy”) is urgent task for virtual community administrators [11], police [12, 13], private detectives (services that have been increasingly needed by users of global environment Internet) and individual user of any information resource. Verification and setting of web users’ personal data who performs illegal actions that are offensive to opponents from psychological [14], financial, legal angle, in particular, who levies blackmail [15], sends hate mails, spreads false and aspersion information and conduct other electronic bullying.

Socio-demographic characteristic: Age

Age category is chosen for specified age validation in virtual community member due to a number of important factors: the presence of real online threats to Internet users with the age of 6 to 17 years (these include disclosure of personal confidential information, access to content that do not meet age peculiarities and adversely affect the physical and mental health of the child, online abuse, internet marketing crimes, etc.) and the need for screening age group of children who have applied or already are virtual community member, that is intended only for adult web space users.

The characteristic features of a virtual identity are self-expression and experimentation with the aim to make a definite impression on the users of the virtual community and this is peculiar especially to growing age.

The problem of age differentiation is that the penetration rate of children is increasing in virtual
communities, which are intended for adult users' communication, and this destroys communicative atmosphere of community and vice versa, children are increasingly claiming to be adult users. This situation can lead community administrator to criminal charges. Examples of web communities for teenagers’ online communication are: "Student Forum | UNIVER-SITY", "Chat for teens", chat "Teenager", "Chat for teens", "Just chat" and for adults "Our jokes with Pepper" and others.

**Socio-demographic characteristic: Education**

Many community administrators require virtual community users to follow certain conventions of web communication. Web communication convention depends on the objective goal and projected scenarios of the virtual community owners. An important factor in the possibility of participating in a virtual community is a high literacy level of virtual community member, level of higher education and skills. The method of screening illiteracy and with low education level virtual community member will significantly reduce the time and financial costs, and managers’ efforts to moderate virtual community. In order to screen illiterate virtual community member it required to classify all users by the level of literacy, which will help to determine the likely level of each virtual community member education. In the task automation research of detecting errors in the text are only considered character errors. Error analysis and data consolidation that were conducted by scientists, allows us to offer the errors typology and to classify users in the order of education level.

**Socio-demographic characteristic: Sphere of activity**

A participant in a greater or lesser degree can belong to several areas of interest, as the impact of the content creation in web communities serve a direction of education, professional activity [16] and range of interests in spare time. However, the result of the analysis is to determine the scope of activity of virtual community member. In the general scope of activities are classified as science fields in the following areas: natural sciences; social sciences; formal science. This division is based on analysis of web community members Internet communication with different scopes of activities.

In web-community moderation that is intended for communication between members of certain areas, there many questions appear about level of professionalism, ethical principles, so filtering of web users by scope of activities is a necessary and important task for the administration of this community (government, policy portals) to improve the virtual community position.

**Socio-demographic characteristic: Gender**

In order to avoid gender conflicts in virtual communities [17]. That are intended for women (Lviv Women's Forum "Cult of Beauty", "Girls chat", Forum "Lvivmama" et al.) and for men ("Man Forum", Forum "Antybabsky site" etc.) administrators of these communities need to enter a strict gender division.

"Virtual gender change" [17], that is a web user creation identity of the opposite sex, it is common on the Internet and is caused by the following factors as the impact of cultural gender stereotypes, expression of homosexual tendencies or transsexual or diffuse gender identity. So-called virtual sex change is more peculiar to men due to several reasons: desire to control and manipulate others, for women it is easier to get help and attract attention, desire to power over other men, the study of the relationship between sexes and get new experience of Internet communication.

**Socio-demographic characteristic: Geographic location**

Detect locating of web user with no verification data on computer IP-address of the virtual community member is possible using special software tools (CNGeoip, GeoLite Country, GeoLite City, IpGeoBase, Geolp etc.) that can determine the belonging of IP-address to the level of countries and cities.

**Software complex modeling for web users’ personal data verification**

Socio-demographic characteristics [18-21] are determined by markers contained in a specialized dictionary. The structure of the dictionary developed according to scheme of lingo-communicative indicators. For modelling information scheme was chosen the Barker’s notation.

The information scheme of vocabulary and software complex for web users personal data verification is shown in Fig. 1, and comment on their content and their key attributes.

The essence of entity "Web-community member" contains all the necessary information about web-community member.

Attribute "Status" contains information about the presence or absence of validation of socio-demographic characteristics of web member. Attribute can take the following values: verified or not verified.

The essence of entity "Socio-demographic profile" contains generated socio-demographic portrait of web-community member on the basis of verified SDH. For example, this attribute can take the following values: reliable results and equivocal result and false result.

The essence of the entity "Information content" contains contributed by the web community members information which is well structured [22-25].

The essence of entity "Information track" is the set of all consolidated data by virtual community members and the results of their communication activities.

The essence of the entity "Account" contains data that participant pointed out in his account.
The main feature of this essence is an attribute "Adequacy of data" that contains information about the level of probability analysis account of virtual community member to reference account of web user based on real and relevant information about the virtual community member.

Moreover, the level of adequacy depends on the reliability of the results of computer-linguistic analysis of information track of virtual community member.

The essence of entity "Data block" containing personal information of web-community users. These data are structured according to belonging the blocks to the account.

Attribute "Name of block" who can take the following values: BasicInfo, EduInfo, WorkInfo, ContactInfo, FotoInfo and InterestsInfo.

Attribute "Text" and attributes "Graphic material" depending on the type of information containing all personal information web users that needs to check its reliability. For example, in contact information block of web user – Contact Info (Igor Paslavskyi) may contain the email addresses of the personal social networking pages and websites, in which the web user creates content, so, attribute "Text" can take the following values: ICQ: 78316866, Website: http: //www.linux.org.ua.

The essence of entity "Web community" provides data on the virtual community, social and demographic characteristics of users which require verification.

The essence of entity "Discussion" include themed online chat of web user, members are all registered web forum audience.

Entity “Post” contains data contributed by the web forum posts, which are part of surveys and discussions.

The essence of entity "Reliability verification results" contains data on the reliability of the verification result socio-demographic characteristics.

Attribute "Reliability verification results" contains data on the reliability of the verification result socio-demographic characteristics.

Attribute "Rules of web community" includes information about the level of compliance system of rules of communicative validation of virtual community members and this attribute, depending on compliance with the rules of the system.

Attribute "Fullness account" includes information about the importance of weighting coefficients filling level account of web user, providing the amount of personal data in the account.

Attribute "The relevance of information content" contains information about the degree of relevance of content web community [26].

Attribute "Relevance of personal data" includes information about the level of relevance of personal data in an account.

Attribute "Technical correctness account" includes information about the importance of weighting coefficients of technical correctness.


Attribute "Activity web user" contains information about the activity level of web user. The possible values for this attribute: active author, a frequent author, passive and episodic author.

Attribute "Anonymity of web user" includes information about the level of anonymity [29] of web-community members.
Conclusion

In this article an analysis of actual development tendencies of web communities as a part of a global system of social communications is carried out.

Conceptual determination of the socio-demographic characteristics of a web community member and substantiate of their selection are suggested.

The use of socio-demographic profile of a web personality in applied tasks of WWW, its components and demand for it building for effective administration tasks in web communities are analyzed.

Model of a specialized socio-demographic markers vocabulary, which is integrated into software complex of personal data validation, is created. Model of software for verification of a web community member socio-demographic profile by forming sets of indicators based on result of computer-linguistic analysis of web members’ information tracks is developed.

The software complex for verifying socio-demographic characteristics of web community members, which includes specialized socio-demographic markers vocabulary, is developed.

The software complex allows implementing decision support system for professionals in web community management in the field of processing personal data.

Effectiveness and efficiency of use of the developed methods and means for solving tasks in web communities administration is proved by their approbation.
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